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Michael Brazille

Michael Brazille is a player character played by Prowler.

Michael Brazille

Species: Elysian (Plebeian)
Gender: Male

Age: 17
Organization: Elysian Celestial Navy
Occupation: Combat Personnel

Rank: Plebeian
Current Placement: N/A

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'11 Mass: 128lbs Measurements: Bra Size:

Build and Skin Colour: Wiry/Slightly more Muscular than others of his kind, chalk white skin. Facial
Features and Eye Colour: Dark blue eyes Hair Colour and Style: Black hair, 3 in. long, slicked back
for special occasions. Distinguishing Features: small black feathered wings that are useless for flight,
A large black cross tattoo on his chest.
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Personality

Michael enjoys being imature and making people laugh, he is usualy trying to impress people even at the
expense of his own integrity, or what is left of it. But other than that he is pretty care free. He is a
physical freak, works out all of the time.

Likes: Michael enjoys ice cream, discharging fire arms, and making jokes. Dislikes: Michael dislikes
people who are arogant and think they are better than him but he has learned to put up with Patricians
but he harbors an inner hatred for them, Coffee, Nepleslians(because he thinks they are bigots. Goals:
To have command over his own ship, have a successful relationship, and get better at taking orders.

History

Family / Creators

Elyse Brazille (mother)
Kegel Brazille (father)
Prowell Brazille (brother)
Cadance Brazille(sister, twin)

Pre-RP

Michael grew up on Elysia where he was taught most of what he knows, his familys social status was
somewhat hight but otherwise limited because they were Plebians and considered infirior but he was still
able to get an education due to his fathers social status. He had a good family life, and was a twin. He
also had a big brother that he looked up to until they got into a fight over a girl. But he was best friends
with his sister and it pained her when her father disowned her brother and he left. He was disowned by
his father at the age of 19 because he killed his brother in a street fight over a girl named Ariael Brazial.
He later found that an Elysian ambassadorial ship was leaving to Yamatai so he caught a ride and joined
up with the Elysian Navy.

Skills

Mathematics: Michael learned mathematics in school he always aced his math tests so when he was
tested in basic training he came out swinging (figure of speach).

Communications: Michael grew up using walkie talkies and telephones but the was the extent of this
skill until he went into basic training. Now he has an average level of skill in all standard forms of
communication.

Fighting: Michael was taught fighting somewhat on his home planet because of him getting into so
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many street fights but also in basic training. While at the fort, they refined his technique, and taught him
other types of fighting.

Technology Operations: Michael always had a knack for using technology which was later refined in
basic training. He now can use all basic systems at a basic level.

Physical: Michael has always strived to keep himself fit he has always been this way and the training
exercises at the Fort were not a big suprise nor a big challenge for him.

Survival and Military: Michael was also taught this in basic training initaily failing his first attempt at
learning this skill, but learning it after begging his commanding officer to let him have another attempt,
this isnt exactly his strong point.

Leadership: Michael has always been a good leader he has a way with persuading people to do things
for him but doing it in a way that they will look up to him. He basicaly learned this skill when he made a
gang of second class citizens on Elysia. Trained at: Michael trained on the ECS Sorella

OOC Information

In the case Prowler becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

This character was originally created on 2007/04/01 1:23 by Prowler; original forum post.
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